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Since the merger of Schopf Maschinenbau GmbH with the Goldhofer Group at the 
beginning of 2013, the integration of the airport logistics specialist from Ostfildern has 
been implemented step by step in a transitional phase based on long-term planning.  
From October 2018 the successful completion of this process will take the form of  
a joint umbrella by the name of Goldhofer Airport Technology GmbH.

As the first fruits of their combined R&D activities, “Goldhofer & Schopf” announced the 
market launch of the »PHOENIX« towbarless aircraft tractor in 2015 already, convincing 
their collective customer base across the board with the concentrated know-how of two 
technology leaders in the field of airport logistics. As part of a unified branding process, 
the »SHERPA« baggage and cargo tractor was presented at Munich‘s Inter Airport Europe 
2017 under the Goldhofer label. Lothar Holder, Member of the Board at Goldhofer AG with 
responsibility for Airport Technology: “We have deliberately taken our time in adapting the 
brands and have supported our customers with Goldhofer service engineers in addition to 
their usual Schopf contacts. This has given the customers of both companies the oppor-
tunity to see for themselves all the advantages of the merger.”

After five years spent working together, the Schopf location in Ostfildern with its 160 em-
ployees has long since become an integral part of the Goldhofer Group. At the same time, 
a strong sense of identity has developed throughout the organization. In the course of 
the strategic realignment within the Goldhofer Group, activities in the fields of Goldhofer 
Transport Technology and Goldhofer Airport Technology were organized as independent 
business units. “This gives our customers access to the two companies’ 
decades of experience in the aviation sector at Goldhofer Airport Tech-
nology as a cross-location business unit,” says Lothar Holder and he 
continues, “We are proud to have been able to pool the know-how 
of these two long-established companies under a common brand 
and thus develop further operative and strategic synergies for the 
benefit of our customers.” 

By October, all internal processes relating to global after-sales service and product and 
corporate brand harmonization are also to be fully implemented. Goldhofer Airport Tech-
nology will be making its first appearance under the new umbrella brand at the upcoming 
International GSE Expo in Las Vegas, where several vehicles including the new »BISON« 
family will be on show. Among other things, trade visitors will be able to convince them-
selves of the outstanding qualities of the first aircraft tow tractors produced under the new 
Goldhofer brand and learn all about one of the keys to the future in the form of e-mobility, 
which will be represented at the trade show by Goldhofer‘s IonMaster technology.

As the only show dedicated to ground support equipment, 
the International GSE Expo in Las Vegas has rapidly estab- 
lished itself as one of the most important biennial trade 
fairs in this business field. At this year’s event, we are 
proud to present some real highlights. 

Not only a totally electric baggage and cargo tow tractor 
out of our »SHERPA« range – that does its debut in the 
US with this show. But also we present our world new 
»BISON« family of conventional aircraft tow tractors.

Based on a unique compact and modular vehicle platform, 
our innovative »BISON« family enables you to combine the 
perfect tow tractor for your individual requirements –  
concerning not only on their power, but even drive train 
and a multitude of options for operators’ comfort. 

We are able to exhibit even 3 different »BISON« types at 
our booth 713, that we are attending with our longterm 
partner FliteLine. 

We are not only presenting the »BISON« in three different 
sizes, but even in diesel engine versions and also breaking 
new ground with the »BISON« E: With its maintenance-free 
lithium battery, this ultramodern, fully electric vehicle is 
perhaps the most prominent eye-catcher of our exhibition, 
using the exclusive Goldhofer »IonMaster« technology.

We wish you interesting and exciting days at the Interna-
tional GSE Expo 2018! Enjoy your stay in Las Vegas!

Best Regards,
Lothar Holder
Member of the Board
Head of Airport Technology

WELCOME TO INTERNATIONAL GSE EXPO 2018  
IN LAS VEGAS!

WHAT HAS LONG BELONGED TOGETHER IS GROWING TOGETHER – 
IN OCTOBER SCHOPF MASCHINENBAU GMBH 
BECOMES GOLDHOFER AIRPORT TECHNOLOGY GMBH
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John Biagi

Phone: 1-954-433-5617
jbiagi@flitelineusa.com

Michael Collazo

Phone: 1-954-433-5617-113
michael@flitelineusa.com 

Roxanne Collazo

Sales & Marketing
Phone: 1-954-433-5617 118

rcollazo@flitelineusa.com

Nick Pyat

Service Engineer
Phone: 1-954-433-5617 119

nickp@flitelineusa.com

Shirley Villadiego

GSE Parts
Phone: 954-433-5617 124

svilladiego@flitelineusa.com

SALES 

SERVICE

PARTS

Orlando Gaete

Sales Manager
Phone: 1-954-433-5617 116

ogaete@flitelineusa.com

Thiago Dos Reis

Service Engineer
Phone: 1-954-433-5617

treis@flitelineusa.com

Brian Rockel

GSE Parts
Phone: 954-433-5617 111

brockel@flitelineusa.com

Craig Austin

Service Engineer
Phone: 1-954-433-5617
caustin@flitelineusa.com

Douglas Gonzales

Warehouse Manager
Phone: 954-433-5617

dgonzalez@flitelineusa.com

Jason Pearce

Service Manager
Phone: 1-954-433-5617 117

jpearce@flitelineusa.com

Miguel Divantoque 

Inside Technical Support &  
Technical Parts Support

Phone: 1-954-433-5617 121
mdivantoque@flitelineusa.com

CFOCEO

MEET OUR COLLEAGUES 
FROM FLITELINE!

Since 1971, FliteLine offers the finest products for the airline industry. 
“Committed to providing superior products and services at a fair price, we continue 
to exceed our customers‘ expectations and provide excellence in customer  
service and product representation.”, says John Biagi, CEO of FliteLine.
“Our attention to the individual needs of each client and the desire to maintain our 
high level of customer satisfaction are two key elements of our continued success.”

FliteLine Equipment Corp.
12090 Miramar Pkwy Suite 105 
Miramar, Florida 33025, United States
www.flitelineusa.com
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BISON D 370 & BISON E 370

The diesel driven middle-size »BISON« with 
a deadweight of up to 62.000 lbs is able to 
handle aircraft up to B767 or A300.

BISON D 620

The largest »BISON« so far has a deadweight 
of up to 101.500 lbs! It is able to handle 
aircraft with up to 881.849 lbs of weight,  
like the B747-400 or the A340-600.

BISON D 1000

The hit-hero smallest »BISON« with a deadweight of 
up to 37.000 lbs is able to push aircraft up to A321 
or A319. It offers all the advantages of the two larger 
classes and the diesel version can easily be converted 
to an »BISON« E.
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THE NEW 
BISON FAMILY
It‘s large. Powerful. Compact. The migthy »BISON« is the image of pure strength.  
Combining a sturdy body with surprising agility, this impressive heavyweight can take on 
even the toughest competitors. But looks can be deceiving: while, due to its size,  
the »BISON« might seem rather slow and ponderous at first sight, it can instantly turn  
into an unstoppable powerhouse. 

All it takes is a challenging task. It never takes the easy way out, even when things  
get rough. No matter if the weather is hot and dusty, rainy and cold, or windy and freezing: 
the »BISON« prevails because it flexibly adapts to the conditions.

Also in terms of toughness, the »BISON« truly stands out from the pack. With an awesome 
set of qualities such as durability, resource fulness and a long lifetime, it is best equipped 
to make no compromises.

Innovative, well-thought-out, all-purpose: »BISON« is a completely new family of 
conventional aircraft tow tractors. Thanks to their modular design, the vehicles can be 
easily adapted to market-specific requirements, making »BISON« the perfect pushback 
solution for almost any aircraft type and weight class up to 880.000 lbs for example B747. 
With the future expansion of our model range by additional sizes, the complete aircraft 
range on the market can be covered.

The future-proof platform uses many identical parts throughout the »BISON« family  
to ensure an optimum spare part availability. The flexible ballasting concept allows for 
individual configuration. And once you’ve known one »BISON« you know them all, 
as a unique operating concept is used all over the different variants. Last but not least 
the »BISON« family impresses in terms of convenience, not only for the operator, 
but also in matters of maintenance: All variants are characterized by long maintenance 
intervals and short maintenance times, which result in low TCO.

The minimalistic design reduces the number of parts to be maintained and ensures easy 
access to all important parts for maintenance, service and repair. Optimized hydraulic oil 
capacities lead to further cost savings and better environmental compatibility. 

Check out the »BISON« 
www.groundsupportequipment.de/video 
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MODULAR PLATFORM
»SHERPA« D offers powerful and reliable support for a broad range of tasks on the apron. With the same high 
levels of comfort, safety, and flexibility as the »SHERPA« D models, the eco-friendly »SHERPA« E (Page 8) can be 
operated both inside and outside of buildings. Customize your »SHERPA« vehicles to fit your  
individual needs!

 • Compact design (full cabin, canopy and open top)
 • Diesel engines from 48 hp to 100 hp
 • Electric motors from 250 Nm to 320 Nm
 • Deadweight up to 18.000 lbs for optimum drawbar pull

ERGONOMICS & SAFETY
»SHERPA«’s compact design and wellarranged cockpit, with its ergonomic seating position, offers 
uncomparable driver’s comfort – available in full cabin, canopy, or open top versions. Lower and 
wider cabin access facilitates easy operation. The 360° view allows for safe tractor handling and 
an optimized workflow. The dual-circuit brake system, with an independent parking brake circuit, 
provides maximum protection whenever you need it.

MANEUVERABILITY
»SHERPA« is easy to operate and offers excellent flexibility. The proven front-axle design 
allows maximum maneuverability with optimized axle suspension. Even with 180,000 lbs 
towed load, »SHERPA«’s small turning radius of 13 ft makes for effortless cargo and 
baggage handling.

RELIABILITY
The endurance and robustness that come from »SHERPA«’s high quality 
components, make it the perfect vehicle for an airport environment.  
The large tank is adequate for a two-shift operation and the low maintenance 
effort allows high availability. Whether the diesel or the electric version, you can 
count on »SHERPA« during every shift for the long haul.

 D
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BALLAST WEIGHT

Canopy

Open top

Full cabin

74.4 kW

8,000 lbs 11,000 lbs 13,000 lbs 15,500 lbs 18,000 lbs

36 kW

55.4 kW
250 Nm

320 Nm
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SHERPA ONLY!
COMPACT AND MODULAR DESIGN AT 18,000 LBS VEHICLE WEIGHT?
GO THE EXTRA MILE. TOW THE EXTRA WEIGHT. 
DRIVE ANOTHER SHIFT.

With »SHERPA«, Goldhofer presents a newly-engineered modular tow tractor that offers 
high performance, low downtimes and maximum availability. All these benefits mean more 
value for your money over the vehicle‘s life cycle.

The »SHERPA« line of cargo and baggage tow tractors is the first to be marketed 
exclusively under the Goldhofer brand name. As a customer, you get extensive know-how, 
long-term experience and benefit from a broad product range and outstanding service 
availability worldwide.

One is immediately impressed by the »SHERPA«’s new compact and robust design and 
its rugged chassis for cargo operation. The vehicle offers low and wide cabin access and 
individual comfort options for the operator, such as air conditioning or remote control.

VALUE FOR MONEY
Low maintenance and low costs due to the use of high-grade components and a large 
number of identical components, are some of the amazing benefits of the »SHERPA«. 
The robust frame and chassis design, as well as the metal dashboard, reduce downtime 
due to damages. 

No wonder that the »SHERPA« can be serviced in a minimum of time. Goldhofer offers 
excellent service support with a 24/7 hotline and maximum spare parts availability. 
With »SHERPA«, you receive more value for your money due to high availability and 
maintainability, low Total Cost of Ownership and strong investment security. 

 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
»SHERPA« offers the best overall performance in cargo and baggage transport. 
The new tow tractors score especially high in four categories: Towed load, 
Maneuverability, Ergonomics, and Reliability.

 • Vehicle weight from 8,000 to 18,000 lbs and up to 180,000 lbs towed load
 • Speeds up to 18 mph, small turning radius of 13 ft
 • Leaf springs and ergonomic dashboard
 • High quality components from well-known manufacturers
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»SHERPA« E is a sustainable and future-oriented fully electric 
driven cargo tow tractor from Goldhofer – based on state- 
of-the-art technology proven in the automotive industry. 
The innovative »IonMaster« Technology allows 80% of battery 
attainability within one hour charging time – without a special 
charging station.  

»SHERPA« E offers up to 33% more efficiency in operation, 
compared to a electric driven tractor with lead-acid batteries, 
a longer running time, and a multi-shift operation resulting in 
a reduced number of electric tow tractors in the fleet!

FURTHER ADVANTAGES OF »SHERPA« E
 
•  Functions under all temperature conditions  
 from -13 °F to +122 °F

• Provides the same towing performance, flexibility, 
 safety and comfort as the »SHERPA« D models

•  Offers a 360° view for the operators,  
 since the complete electric system is placed in front,  
 and the coupling in the back is remote-controlled

•  Allows for conversion from »SHERPA« D to »SHERPA« E 
 due to one common vehicle platform for all powertrains

The electric driven aircraft tow tractor uses Goldhofer’s  
»IonMaster« Technology with Lithium Ion batteries that are 
easy to maintain and made for intermediate charging.  
The future-proof platform allows you to even buy a diesel 
driven version and convert it to electric. 

The smallest of the »BISON« family, with a deadweight  
up to 37,000  lbs is able to handle aircraft like B 737 and 
A 320 and marks the beginning of Goldhofer‘s e-fleet! 

FURTHER ADVANTAGES OF »BISON« E

• The »BISON« is environmentally friendly 
 and excels with maximum performance as well  
 as minimum TCO

• Provides the same towing performance, flexibility, 
 safety and endurance as the »BISON« D models 

• Allows for conversion from »BISON« D to »BISON« E  
 due to one vehicle platform for all powertrains

+

––

+

–

+

SHERPA E BISON E
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IonMaster

MAINTENANCE-FREE LITHIUM BATTERY 
Lowest TCO compared to other electrically powered  
baggage and cargo tow tractors.

NO EMISSIONS
Vehicles using »IonMaster« Technology can be operated  
both inside and outside of buildings.
No hazardous fumes thanks to lithium battery technology 
without oxyhydrogen or hydrogen sulfide formation.

LESS TIME NEEDED FOR BATTERY CHARGING
Interruptions of only one hour are sufficient

LESS VEHICLES NEEDED FOR THE SAME JOB
The faster charging process without battery handling allows 
you to reduce the number of vehicles in your fleet. Reduced 
losses thanks to better energy conversion efficiency.

APPROXIMATELY 33 % MORE ECONOMICAL
Vehicles using »IonMaster« Technology offer a longer running 
time compared to conventional electrically powered tow trac-
tors, using lead-acid-batteries or lithium-ion batteries without 
temperature management system. Multiple-shift operation 
with a single tow tractor thanks to much faster charging,  
no time-consuming battery changes and longer running time.

PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR DIESEL-POWERED TOW 
TRACTORS
The vehicles using »IonMaster« Technology provide the same 
towing performance, flexibility, safety and comfort as diesel 
driven models.

ONE VEHICLE PLATFORM FOR ALL POWERTRAINS 
Ensures efficient manufacturing for timely delivery.
Large number of common parts over total product range to 
reduce spares stock costs. High in-service rate due to the 
use of components from renowned brand manufacturers.

ACTIVE TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT
Hot climate? Cold climate? Somewhere in between?  
Goldhofer’s e-fleet is always ready to pull its weight –  
anywhere on the globe. A heat pump, which regulates the 
temperature of the battery and the cabin, allows global  
and energy-efficient application in all temperature conditions 
from -25 °C to +50 °C.

Goldhofer’s exclusive »IonMaster« Technology brings state-of-the-art e-vehicle technology from 
automotive to ground support equipment. Using the latest lithium ion batteries Goldhofer ensures 
maximum capacities and minimum energy loss, for optimum running time. Intermediate charging, 
without need for a special infrastructure ensures multiple shift operation and with that reduces 
your vehicle fleet.

With its active temperature management the system warms or cools the battery constantly,  
to keep the capacity at a high level and with that ensures a long-year usability with maximum endurance.
The first vehicles equipped with »IonMaster« Technology are the electric versions of »SHERPA« baggage 
and cargo tow tractors and »BISON« conventional aircraft tow tractors.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

MINIMUM TCO
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A disabled aircraft is always a critical event in terms of air-
port safety and the resumption of regular operations. A fast 
and effective response to such exceptional situations calls 
for tried-and-tested aircraft recovery systems that combine 
maximum versatility with safe working in an emergency. 
With its ARTS 1 aircraft recovery system, Goldhofer –  
the Memmingen-based world market leader for heavy 
haul and specialized transport vehicles – has developed a 
solution with the flexibility to adapt to the various situati-
ons and infrastructures of airports worldwide. This year the 
Goldhofer aircraft recovery system is being introduced at 
the Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport in the Chinese 
province of Guangdong. 

The airport is the main hub for China Southern Airlines, 
the biggest airline in Asia. Since 2010 the airport has been 
investing in a major expansion project, and the number 
of passengers handled increased from 30 million in 2010 
to over 80 million in 2018. That makes Guangzhou the 
13th-busiest airport for passenger traffic worldwide and 
the 19th-busiest for cargo. 

In order to cope with so much traffic, take-offs and land-
ings have to be timed at short intervals. That imposes con-
siderable demands on flight plan management, since even 
the slightest deviation and delay has a knock-on effect on 
the entire flight plan. 

Unforeseen incidents involving technical defects and 
emergency situations with disabled aircraft in particular 
call for a fast response and the availability of highly reli- 
able recovery equipment. Passengers on board must be 
evacuated as quickly as possible and the defective aircraft 
towed from its position to the hangar for repairs without 
causing any further damage. This is where Goldhofer‘s air-
craft recovery system comes in. It offers speedy recovery 
of the aircraft without any secondary damage and protec-
tion for the airport against major financial losses.

In the interest of a routine response to such critical situ- 
ations or emergencies, the operating company at Guang-
zhou Airport has opted for Goldhofer‘s ARTS 1 aircraft 
recovery system in a special version. 

The ARTS 1 (Aircraft Recovery Transport System) devel- 
oped by Goldhofer in collaboration with international recov- 
ery specialists is one of the world‘s leading aircraft re- 
covery systems and has been in service at Frankfurt  
Airport for some time now. The version ordered for  
Guangzhou Airport is a particularly powerful autonomous 
self-propelled module capable of towing everything from 
a “little” A320 to a B747 or A380. For optimum maneuver-
ability, the module is equipped with computer-controlled 
multiway steering offering a choice of normal, diagonal, 
transverse or carousel travel. The airport operators were 
particularly impressed by the wide range of applications 
available with the Goldhofer system. The vehicle employs 
tried-and-tested Goldhofer axle lines, which have been 
in daily use for heavy road haulage worldwide for many 
years. This means that Guangzhou Airport has acquired a 
vehicle system that can be employed not only in emergency 
situations but also in daily airport logistics. 

SELF-PROPELLED FOR MAXIMUM VERSATILITY: 
GOLDHOFER’S ARTS 1 AIRCRAFT RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR 
GUANGZHOU AIRPORT

ARTS 1 supports day-to-day airport logistics and is  
the key to reliable recovery operations. 
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In less than three years, the »PHOENIX« AST 2X has beco-
me a worldwide industry benchmark for towbarless aircraft 
tractors. At its premiere at Interairport 2015 in Munich, there 
were strong signs that – with the »PHOENIX« – Goldhofer 
had developed a universal solution for modern airport 
logistics, with double digit orders placed for the innovative 
tow tractor in the course of the trade show.  

The »PHOENIX« of the fable is a bird that never dies and 
continually rises from the ashes, and the Goldhofer tow 
tractor is aptly named, as the world market leader from 
Memmingen demonstrated in June 2018 with the one 
hundredth “rebirth” of its »PHOENIX«: In a ceremony held 
to mark the occasion in Istanbul, a brand new »PHOENIX« 
AST 2X was handed over to the airport services provider 
TGS Ground Services, which was founded in 2008 as a 
subsidiary of Turkish Airlines, the country‘s largest national 
carrier. Lothar Holder, Head of Goldhofer Airport Technol- 
ogy, says: “We have set a milestone with the »PHOENIX«. 
With its compact modular design, the AST 2X series is 
compatible with over 80 percent of all types of aircraft in 
service worldwide.”

The fact that the »PHOENIX« can now be found at almost 
all hubs worldwide is due to its many and varied attrac- 
tive characteristics: Thanks to the hydrostatically powe-
red steering drive axle for maximum traction, the AST 2X 

quickly reaches top speeds of up to 32 kph and com- 
pletes pick-up in less than a minute. Safety was also a key 
aspect in the development of the »PHOENIX«: The innova-
tive braking system and advanced differential lock ensure 
optimum control even in bad weather. And in emergencies, 
the tow tractor can be separated from the aircraft in less 
than a minute using the emergency release button. In ad-
dition to its impressive performance, the TGS management 
also opted for the AST 2X for another reason: Air pollution 
control is not simply a matter of prestige for international 
airports; increasing regulatory requirements have made it a 
key criterion in the choice of all airport vehicles.  
Here too, the »PHOENIX« excels as a future-oriented tow 
tractor solution: Despite its excellent acceleration and high 
travel speeds, even under full load, relatively low emissions 
are guaranteed by what is currently the most modern and 
cleanest tier 4 final engine. 

Lothar Holder: “I am convinced that with the delivery of  
the one hundredth AST 2X we have written another chap-
ter in a long-running success story. The »PHOENIX«  
not only accommodates the particularly tight slots oper-
ated at international hubs but also meets today‘s require-
ments for sustainable reductions of emissions in internal 
airport logistics.”

Founded in 1988, the airline China Eastern Airlines (CEA) – 
with its main hub at Shanghai Pudong Airport – serves 
all domestic destinations in China as well as numerous 
Asian destinations and airports in North America, 
Australia and Europe. 
With a fleet of 572 aircraft and more than 80 million pas-
sengers carried each year (December 31, 2016), 
the predominantly state-owned company (61.64% Peo-
ple‘s Republic of China, 38.36% other shareholders) cur-
rently ranks seventh worldwide in terms of fleet size and 
passenger numbers. In the past two years in particular, the 
airline has greatly expanded and modernized its fleet with 
the addition of more than 150 aircraft. 

In order to be able to cope with the resulting increase in 
air traffic and speed up handling in the future, especially 
at the Shanghai hub, a total of 20 AST-2X Phoenix tow 
tractors from the house of Goldhofer were ordered for the 
city’s two airports at the beginning of 2018: 12 for Shang-
hai-Pudong and 8 for Shanghai-Hongqiao. Goldhofer‘s 

towbarless tractors guarantee high availability and, thanks 
to the use of low-wear components, minimum mainte- 
nance requirements. With a towing speed of up to 32 km/h 
under full load and a differential lock for optimum traction 
in a wide range of conditions, the new Phoenix can handle 
pick-up in under a minute. 

In addition to greater efficiency, the latest investment by 
CEA, which has set itself the ambitious goal of reducing its 
emissions on a sustainable basis, also has a focus on pro-
tecting the environment. The decisive factor in choosing 
Phoenix was therefore its drive system, which features the 
most modern and cleanest Tier 4 final engine currently 
available. 

Lothar Holder, Head of Goldhofer Airport Technology, says: 
“We are delighted that, on the basis of their consistently 
positive experiences with our products, the CEA manage-
ment is now also opting for the AST-2X Phoenix as the 
next generation of Goldhofer aircraft tow tractors. 

BORN AGAIN FOR THE ONE HUNDREDTH TIME –  
GOLDHOFER‘S »PHOENIX« AST 2X FOR ISTANBUL AIRPORT

LATEST GENERATION OF TOWBARLESS AIRCRAFT TOW TRACTORS:  
20 AST-2X PHOENIX ORDERED BY CHINA EASTERN AIRLINES
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At the first Regional Sales and Service Conference Asia  
Pacific, which was held in Singapore on 1 - 2 July 2018, 
Goldhofer agents from all over Asia met with Goldhofer Sales 
and Service and members of the Goldhofer management. 
A fitting setting had been chosen for the event in the form of 
the Wings Over Asia Club in Aviation Hangar 66 at Singapo-
re‘s Seletar Airport. In the context of its strategic realignment, 
the Goldhofer Group decided at Inter Airport Europe 2017 
to hold annual conferences with its agents working within 
a sales region for a more intensive exchange of news and 
information and closer networking within the region.  
The conferences are also designed to communicate  
harmonized standards so as to strengthen Goldhofer Airport 
Technology as a global brand. 

“These regular conferences enable us to bring together our 
agents in a region. They include workshops and product 
training courses where we can keep them up to date with a 
harmonized level of knowledge,” says Lothar Holder, Head of 
Goldhofer Airport Technology. “In addition, we give them the 
opportunity in personal discussions with representatives of 
the management to develop individual solutions in response 
to the specific needs of their various locations. Another ob-
jective is to strengthen the sense of belonging in the increas- 
ingly global environment of Goldhofer Airport Technology 
and to communicate cross-company topics and strategies 
face to face.” 

Following words of welcome by Lothar Holder, the confer- 
ence began with a program that included workshops in the 
fields of Sales, Service and Marketing alternating with practi-
cal hands-on sessions, at which attendees were able to build 
up their knowledge of Goldhofer vehicles under the guidance 
of an experienced service engineer. 

A »SHERPA« cargo and baggage tractor was provided for 
that purpose. Participants were familiarized with the features 
and precise functions of the vehicle and given an opportunity 
for a test drive. The management was represented by Lothar 
Holder, Thomas Kramer and Christian Reichert. They took 
advantage of the conference to hold individual discussions 
with the representatives of the various sales offices about 
their specific problems and needs. 

Holder‘s conclusion: “Our first agents‘ meeting marks the 
successful launch of a global corporate culture. We are now 
looking forward to presenting our latest product develop- 
ments and services at the next agents‘ meeting to be held 
during the International Airport GSE Expo 2018 in Las Vegas.”

HIGH GLOBAL STANDARDS IN 
SALES AND SERVICE - PREMIERE FOR THE 
GOLDHOFER REGIONAL SALES AND SERVICE 
CONFERENCE IN SINGAPORE

Melanie Schneider,  
Sales Network Development  
Goldhofer Airport Technology

In order to expand the Goldhofer sales network in the 
long term, to network more closely and to communi-
cate sales and service topics on a consistent basis, 
Melanie Schneider was appointed to the newly cre-
ated position of Sales Network Development Officer 
at the beginning of 2018. 

Mrs. Schneider‘s duties include the establishment of 
uniform standards and processes and their optimi-
zation as well as centralized coordination among 
national partners and the development of company 
strategies for long-term customer loyalty and sales 
growth with our partners. She is responsible for 
communication within the dealer networks and their 
contact for central cooperation and contract issues. 
She is also the organizer of Goldhofer Airport Tech-
nology‘s Regional Sales and Service Conferences. 

We wish Mrs. Schneider every success in her new role!
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Goldhofer is active on various social media. Visit us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, see some exciting videos on 
YouTube, and find the latest company news on LinkedIn. Follow us!
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Nach vielen Konzeptrunden, Planungen und natür-
lich auch Drehtagen ist es nun endlich so weit: Die 
Goldhofer Unternehmensgruppe präsentiert ihre 
neuen Imagefi lme, an der Zahl vorerst drei! Wir haben 
uns viele Gedanken gemacht, wie wir uns angemes-
sen präsentieren können, sowohl im Hinblick auf die 
vollständige Abbildung unseres Leistungsspektrums 
wie auch in Bezug auf korrekte Schwerpunktset-
zung dessen, was wir zeigen. Aus diesem Grund ist 
unser Konzept entstanden, welches vorsieht, dass 
wir einen modularen Aufbau unserer Filme verfol-
gen – sodass wir in Zukunft dazu in der Lage sind, 
Ihnen jederzeit neue Inhalte zur Verfügung zu stellen, 
ohne komplett neue Filme drehen zu müssen. Hinzu 
kommt, dass die Filme jederzeit erweiterbar sind. Mit 
diesem Meilenstein setzt Goldhofer neue Maßstäbe 
in der Branche und positioniert sich für die Zukunft 
– wir wollen näher an unseren Kunden sein und uns 
mehr denn je auf ihre Bedürfnisse fokussieren, auch 
mit unseren neuen Filmen!

GOLDHOFER
IMAGEFILM
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60 KITA-PLÄTZE 
FÜR MEMMINGEN

JETZT »MAG1705«
ABONNIEREN

Goldhofer ist in verschiedenen sozialen Netzwerken aktiv. Besuchen Sie uns auf Facebook, Instagram und 
Twitter, sehen Sie spannende Videos auf YouTube und erfahren Sie aktuelle Unternehmensnews auf LinkedIn. 
Folgen Sie uns!

Abonnieren Sie »MAG1705« und erhalten Sie kosten-
los die neuesten Informationen aus der Welt von 
Goldhofer. In unserem Kundenmagazin lesen Sie 
Interessantes über unsere Produkt innovationen, 
spannende Erfahrungsberichte unserer Kunden aus 
dem täglichen Einsatz und erfahren alles über die 
Leistungen und Marketing aktionen von Goldhofer. 

Scannen Sie hierzu einfach den unten stehenden
QR-Code oder gehen Sie auf unsere Registrierungs-
seite http://www.goldhofer.de/mag1705.html,
auf der Sie unser Abonnementformular ausfüllen 
können.

Gleich anmelden und keine 
Ausgabe mehr verpassen.

TREFFEN SIE UNS AUF FOLGENDEN MESSEN

16.–18.05.2018

22.–25.08.2018

29.–31.05.2018

20.–27.09.2018

05.–08.06.201809.–11.05.2018

11.–15.06.2018
Unseren aktuellen 
Messekalender 
fi nden Sie hier!

AKTUELLE TECHNOLOGIEN 
FÜR DIE TÜRKISCHE TRANSPORT-
BRANCHE 

Bei den Dreharbeiten

Die türkische Ağir Nakliyeciler Derneği (AND) ist ein Zu-
sammenschluss von aktuell 13 führenden Unternehmen 
der nationalen Schwerlasttransportbranche. Sie wurde 
im November 2016 als industrieller Interessensverband 
mit dem Ziel gegründet, als einheitliches Sprachrohr der 
gesamttürkischen Schwerlasttransportindustrie umfas-
sende Modernisierungsforderungen an die türkische 
Regierung heranzutragen. Dabei hat es sich der Ver-
band auf die Fahnen geschrieben, „sämtliche rechtli-
chen und infrastrukturellen Hindernisse des nationalen 
und internationalen Schwerlastgüterverkehrs zu besei-
tigen, um den Mitgliedern des Verbandes die Entwick-
lung effi zienterer und effektiverer logistischer Prozesse 
zu ermöglichen.“ 

Um die einzelnen AND-Mitglieder mit Know-how zu 
aktuellen Technologien auszustatten und verschie-

Mit vielen neuen Eindrücken traten die Besucher des zweitägigen 
Technologie-Workshops ihre Heimreise an.

dene Fahrzeugkonzepte im Einsatz erleben zu können, 
organisierte unsere türkische Vertretung Karun vom 
11. bis 13. Oktober 2017 einen zweitägigen Werksbesuch 
in Memmingen, der von Caglar Cuhadar und Orkun 
Oztuna, General Manager bei Karun, begleitet wurde. 
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unseren Imagefi lm an!

Derzeit entsteht durch den Um- und Ausbau des ehe-
maligen Wohnhauses von Karoline und Alois Goldhofer 
eine moderne Kindertageseinrichtung. Die 2013 ver-
storbene Unternehmerin Karoline Goldhofer-Prützel 
hat das Anwesen in Memmingen samt großem Garten 
der von ihr 1990 gegründeten Alois Goldhofer Stiftung, 
als Alleinaktionärin der Goldhofer AG, vermacht. Die 
Stiftung, als Alleinaktionärin der Goldhofer AG, ist test-
ametarisch dazu verpfl ichtet, das Wohnhaus in eine Kita
umzubauen, den Umbau zu fi nanzieren und die neue 
Kita zusammen mit dem Garten der Stadt Memmingen 
dauerhaft unentgeltlich zur Verfügung zu stellen.

Die Kita orientiert sich an der Erziehungsphilosophie 
der Reggio-Pädagogik (www.dialogreggio.de). Zen-
trale Elemente sind ein stärkenorientiertes Bild vom 
Kind und sein Recht auf bestmögliche Bildung, auf 
die Entwicklung einer unverwechselbaren Identität 
sowie auf Anerkennung und Liebe. Zum Reggio-
Konzept gehört auch der bewusste Umgang mit der 
vorhandenen Umgebung, mit den natürlichen Res-
sourcen und Recyclingmaterialien. Daher wird das 
alte Goldhofer-Haus, soweit möglich, wieder verwen-
det und wird elementarer Bestandteil der Kita.

Die gesamte Kita bekommt eine Hülle aus lichtdurch-
lässigem Material, das großzügige Blickbeziehungen 
zwischen innen und außen erlaubt. Das alte Goldhofer-
Haus scheint hindurch und bleibt erkennbar. Ein inno-
vatives Energiekonzept und der Einsatz recycelbarer 
Materialien lassen ein modernes, nachhaltiges Ge-
bäude entstehen. Im Garten mit seinen alten Bäumen 
und neu gestalteten Pfl anzparzellen sowie Sand- und 
Matschfl ächen können sich Fantasie und Kreativität 
der Kinder frei entfalten.

Der Oberbürgermeister der Stadt Memmingen, 
Manfred Schilder, würdigt die neue Kita: „Regionales 
Unternehmertum, großes persönliches Engagement 
und öffentliche Trägerschaft sind in der ‚Karoline 
Goldhofer Kita‘ auf 
vorbildliche Weise für 
ein familienfreund-
liches Memmingen 
verbunden.“

02.-04.10.2018 26.-29.11.2018

27.02.-01.03.2019 Find our updated 
trade fair calendar here!


